
       
Turning Accounts require username and password 
verification, ensuring protection of electronic records 
including participant and session data. Once an 
instructor has created a Turning Account and logged 
in via the web once (to store passwords), internet is 
no longer required for future sign ins to run software.  

Turning Accounts provide a unique identifier for 
each user and can be tied to all software accounts 
and response devices. Turning Accounts are free 
for instructors and include the ability to conduct 
ResponseWare polling sessions.

A Turning Account license is issued with new clicker 
device purchases.  ResponseWare 2.0 license is also 
included with a Turning Account license, offering 
significant mobile polling enhancements.  Students 
that have already purchased clickers are afforded 
several options to obtain Turning Account licenses.  
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Support and Training

Dedicated support teams will work with customers 
to ensure a smooth transition process for campuses 
that move to TurningPoint Cloud and the Turning 
Account system.  As an easy-to-use system, the 
software features an intuitive user interface in order 
to reduce IT demand.  LMS integrations automate 
administrative processes, making it simple for 
instructors to embrace the cloud.  

TurningPoint Cloud 
introduces the use of 
Turning Accounts for both 
instructors and students.  

TurningPoint Cloud  
will prompt users to sign 
in to a Turning Account 
upon launch.   

 Why 
TurningPoint 
      Cloud?

Turning Technologies cloud
solutions allow institutions to

leverage our enterprise platform for
web-based data, content and organizational 

management with appropriate layers of 
security and compliance. Our latest release 
includes cloud management of users and 

participant lists, but will be rapidly expanding 
to build parity and syncing between desktop 

applications and the cloud.  Integrate 
seamlessly with other campus-adopted 
solutions to accelerate learner success. 

TurningPoint Cloud provides secure ways
to share files, give feedback and

save settings across devices.



Turning Account 
Bundle

Students can purchase 
the bundle of new 
clicker device and 
Turning Account 
license for easy access  

                and one, low price.

Ongoing Development
TurningPoint Cloud platform enables our 
development team to add future features and 
functionality in rapid succession to continually meet 
customer needs. We will continue to expand our 
cloud services, focusing our efforts on session data 
management and enhanced mobile functionality.

  
TurningPoint Cloud shifts TurningPoint 
functionality to a cloud-based interface tied to a 
Turning Account. Available for both instructors 
and students, Turning Accounts leverage secure, 
centralized cloud-based management of courses, 
rosters and assessment data.  Secure login and file 
encryption ensures data is safeguarded. 

Purchase Options
Students can purchase bundles, account licenses
and clickers directly on our online student store
or through campus bookstores.

Online purchases can be made when
registering for a Turning Account at
accounts.turningtechnologies.com.

Students that have already purchased clickers can 
purchase a separate Turning Account license to 
participate in TurningPoint Cloud classrooms.

New Features 

 Enhanced Security 
 Secure Login/Accounts
 Encrypted Data 
 Streamlined Registration Process 
 LTI Connection/LMS Integrations 
 Accelerated Updates and Enhancements 

TurningPoint Cloud offers seamless polling
with PowerPoint®, over top of any application or
self-paced tests, evaluations and surveys.  Available 
for Mac or PC, conduct real-time assessments to 
track progress, instantly view results and collect 
valuable data.  Implement learning theories to 
positively impact comprehension.

Future Features
Central Location for Content and Data
No Additional Login to LMS Once Logged 
into TurningPoint Cloud 
Auto-Updating of Participant Lists
Ongoing LMS integrations

Connection to ExamView Cloud
Aggregate Data on Multiple Levels
Robust Reporting and Analytics
Self-Paced Mobile Polling
Mobile Flashcards, Review & Study Mode

Instructor Benefits
 Secure Login and Encrypted Data 
	 Simplified	Registration	Process	
	 Participant	Lists	Auto-Creation	(LMS)
	 ResponseWare	Polling	Ability	
	 New	ResponseWare	2.0	Features	
	 New	Attendance	Polling	and	Report	Features
	 Accelerated	Upgrades	and	Future	Features

Student Benefits
 Secure Login and Encrypted Data 
	 Simplified	Registration	Process	
	 One	Account	to	Manage	All	Devices
	 ResponseWare	2.0	License	
	 New	ResponseWare	2.0	Features
	 Accelerated	Upgrades	and	Future	Features

*Devices not included with 
ResponseWare license.

TELL YOUR STUDENTS!  
Turning Technologies’ purpose-driven solutions 

support learning theories and provide the ability to instantly 
assess understanding, report progress indicators and 

see measurable gains in retention and learning to create
a collaborative and dynamic setting.  Research-based 
studies have proven response systems can increase 

engagement, retention and test scores.


